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ABSTRACT
The traditional methods for documenting educational

achiev ements'have limited application for prescribing desirable and
mandatory educational prerequisites for service in the-various
officer utilization fields of. the Air Force. The document describes
an educational profile that was developed to display a candidate's
educational achievements in a simple, standard, quantified format.
Problems presented by the cuirent'system-of assessing educational a
qualifications are discussed. The education profile has the following
characteristics: (U it displays all essential information of the
candidate's college education in a simple standard format, (2) data
are quantified whenever possible, (3) it permits fine discrimination
in areas 9f Air 'Force interest, and (4) it expands tc fora the basis,
of a permanent education record for the duration _of an officer's
career. The research indicated'that college transcripts can be
condensed and quantified into educational profiles with a high degree
of rea.iability';. particularly in sole Utilization fields. One-half of
the document contains the following ap ended materials: (1) officer
education profile and definition of ed i cation categories profile, (2)
profile score sheet, (3) instructions or use of -profile score sheet,
(4) typical completed officer education\ profile, and (5) predictor
variab/eq used to quantify data--li eductional profiles.
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MATCHING JOB EDUCATION;REQUIREMENTSNITH CANDIDATES'
EDUCATIONAL ATTAINMENTS A PILOT METHODOLOGICAL STUDY

I. 1647toDUCTI. O-N

As with other military organizations, the United States Air Force promulgates education 4:N41111,2-
'1°ns-for assignment to and-serb ice in the %anvils officer utilization-fields (AFM 36.-1 & AFM 50- 5). Some
of these qu'alrfiimtions afe 'listed as being desirable. ot rs as mandatory . The implication is that-some
educational backgrounds are more suitable for service in arii.ular animation 'fields than,are others, an
implication with face validity. This report identifies limitatt is of the present system for specifying these .

qualifications. and proposes an alternative snethodohly.

IL ANALYSIS OF THE PROBLEM

1yplcally educational requirements for officer utilization fields are expressed in terms of possession
of / p'articalar degre.e. sometimes also.specify ing parti,tdar suble,ts that should be included in that degree..
To illustrate. AFM 36 1 gibes the education qualifkation for the pilot and navigator specialties as
"Bachelor of Science degree with appro-priate;,courses in pity skal sucrke. mathematics: administration. and

. -management is desirable.-
_

To illustrate some of the limit:mons olthe present system. Table 1 was prepared.from data gather
in this slaty. It breaks down, fire actual college degrees by the number bf semester hours in the various

Table 1. Conteht of Five Actual College Degrees

Degree identification Number 1 4 5

Type of Degree BS a BS BS' BA BA

Jeknester hours in-
Mathematics 28 S

1Mo.
'39

Semester hours in
Engineering e 51

;

I
1

Semester How's in
` Physic.; ) 1 I 8

S rhours in other
l'sciences _15 3

1

Semester-hours specifically
. liesignated-Administ ra non

or Management
. "

3 18 6

.

4 3

.
ti

.,Semester hours in
flusinesstSt udies 19

--,...

14 20

- Semester hours in
Military Stadies

--,

1
'

15 -30 38 - 41 15

/Semester hours in
other suliiespi 4 "1.8 ' 44 83 72 50

Grade,Point Average,(GPA) , 3.22 2.06 2.12 3,29

' 44f1.
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areas .d relevant, N the stated desirable education qualifkatites for pilots and navigators. It includes
the type of degree au arded. and the grade point acZrage4GPAI %Olen available.

The first the degrees n Table I fit the stated education qualdiLanons for pilovnav igatot. the last
two have the desired subjects ut theyetire arts degrees. not science degrees. The fitird and fourth degrees
are virtually identical. but one is an art; dept.!: and the other is a science degree This illustrates the first
limitation of the present -sy ste . What is a science degree from one college may he an arts degrq from
another This being the case. th validity ut specify ing a science degree in preference to an arts degree mut
be questioned. -

A se.cond limitetion of the esent sy stem is that it permits only dichotomous aeLishms. Either
candidate has ihe stated qualification or he does not. There is no consideration of degree of suit do). For
example. the first three degreesgi Ta le I all nicer the requirements flit service as a pilot or navigator. and

is presumably equally suitable. The love Mathematics.114sics content of tilt thii'd degree, and the
harela passing GPA. of the second and thud. appaiently have rho relevance -

The problem ut G.ing college education for officer assigrirnt is further LompUunded by the fact that
the ,ully d.-,Lumentary evidence ut educational attainment is the candidate's coSeuanscript This be a
highly contusing s4.tir.e of information. since the several rhousand,college,s in, the United States have no
etas-iad krinipology in the transcripts They use the same names for difteient courses, different nanies for
the same cut,nts. dittereni standards. and ....ales fur assessing2zd repoping quality of academic attainment.
and sr-mr--file trans,' ript uhile it is a,sultable vehicle f ing the aLademic'attainments of,a few
candidates. is totally unsuited for u3e on the scale need tor Air Force officer assignment

The officer utilwation fticld assignmena p cess viewedas one of matching pegs to holes.
There is a poi) of iandidatess(pegs) comp'r ng officeVenterine the service. and serving oft'lLers being
considered tor re-4Sigrinient.1iih mei er of this pool has a unique 'combination of attributes. one of
which is educational attainment. Ott. t other hand/. there are vacancies in the Nanous utilization fields
(hole.) that alL 1.. hr tilled 1:aclyll these lias its o<vi unique combination 4 characteristics which imposts

f mandator) and desirable atizibtites It potenti:il a'ssigns.including eduvxitional
ground ,N 4,,ne-to -one match between the ecitiLation quirt-Lawns held by the various meMbers of the pawl
,r1 candidates and the crdpiational requirements of the vanillas hires is impossible. In fact, earlier research
by the An For4. Human Resources Laboratory revealed that for many utilizatiorr fields tins match is quite
poor, Man% cars dates are being assigned to fields for which they do nut meet the edikational requireninis

rstated as j*ing de irable.

lo avoid assigning officers to tields where their college education has little practical value and for
tkey have little academic affiniry . and to make the best match of existing talent to established

vacancies. there is a need tor a systematic methodology for expressing,the eduLationalibackground of a
candidate in terms ut degree of education suitability fur each of the various utilizatioii fields. The coarse.

d jai t ou s t e rn presently used dOes nut meet this need. The researe.h reported in this
report establishes the leasibtlity of an alternative methodology that might. Its specific aims were. r

r
t, To design. an "education profile.' by. means of which both' the quantity and qualify of an

oftiL'er's college educanon. as evidenced by his college transcript, could be condensed into 41,
standZardliell.manageabie-display. "
To Measure the reliability with- which college transcripts could be translated into the_proftle
format

3. To develop, a set of pnitiles from the transcripts of ssi sample of officers recently commissiimed
into a Wide range of officer utilv.anon fields. .

4. Tu have this set of profiles rated tly a panel Aii4experts.- ou the ettcational suitability of each
officer for assignment to,ihe Administrative OfficprUtilization Field (AFSC 70XX).

Tu estimate the level of agreement betvi7een panel membdis un the relative educational suit-
ability of these officers.

6. To capture the policy of the, panel as a mathematicalmodel. thereby providing a sysJem capable
of aurvinatically computing an education suitability Index for candidates for, the utilization
field. ,

8
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III. THE PROPOSEQ-SYSTEM

ordThe Administrative Officer Utilization Field'vas chosen as the vehicle fur developing and testing the
hodolo* There were two reasons for this decision. The first was administrative covyemence-there are

large number of administrative of-fifers assignent Lackland.AFB. Texas. where the Air Force Puritan
Resotirces Laboratory,' Occupational and Manpower Re,s6ich Division is located.. Secondly, , it was
hypothesized that if a reasonable level of interrater agreement existed between the judges. in such a
iieterogeneous-field.there was 4 good chance that judges in more homogeneous areas would 'also show
agreement in assessing education suitability for their field.

Designing an Education Profile_
Since the ty pical college transcript was unsuitable tor use by judges rn assessing the relative value of

the college edu,.ation of large numbers of candidates. a simplified. condensed version. termed an Education.
Profile was designed The experimental profile cas designed to the following specifications.

display all essential intOrmatyn of the candidate's college education in a simple
standard format.

Data should be quantified wheneve, possible,

3 It should permit tine discnmination in areas of Air Force interest.

4 It should be expandable to torn: the basis of a permanent education record for the duration of
an officeescareer.

The developed profile form JS shown in Appendix A. together with, the definition of each of the 20
education headmgs used. and sufficient examples and exclusions to permit practical use. These 20 educa-
tion headings fepresent the,snfallest set by which all college courses of interest to the Air Force could be
descnbed. The specificity of the headings varies depending on Air Fdri:e requirements in that area, e.g.. the
heading Aerospace Engineering is much more specific dip the heading Arts. Fine Arts ,and flumanities.
This is becausp qualifications in aeroNlaet engineering are much rarer than general arts-type qualifications,
arril_,Is they relate to an established Air Force need there is a_ requirement to be able to identify them more
precisely.

I ;
Appendix B shows the Profile Score Sheet wised for the clerical process of counting. for entry on !the

Educanon Piofile, the number of Semester hours each transcript revealed under each education heading. In
_assigning courses, to education headings. the first beadin. Calculus. was considered first, all iourses on the
transcript were examined, and those fallings within the heading Calculus (as defined) were scored, from, the
remaining cour.ses, those within the. definition the second heading, Probability/Statistics /were
scored. 41 other inatheinatics courses were then designated 'Math Other' under the third heading. In like
manner. each of the 30 headings.wa,s' applied in sequeriCe to each ref:paining course on the transcript, until
finally 'all courses were assigned to an education heading.

By considering_each transcript course title in this manner, tt vas possible' for 'different judges to
c-unsistently assign even vaguely named courses to the same education heading, Three behavioral si.:ieritists
from the Occupational and Manpower Research Division, including Unt---4the authors, each stored 51/

ii transcripts using the Profile Score Sheet and the instructions for its use sholFin Appendix C. Applying the
intraclass correlation technique (Lindquist. 1953) for the three raters for each of the 20 headings gave an
average interrater agreement of .95. Thig interrater agreement indicates that There should be no major
pioblem In converting information from the transcript to the profile format in an qperational system..

Education Profiles were then prepared from the average scores on the Profile Scoring Sheets for these
50 transcripts by adding Degree. Major. College and GPA, and re-arranging-the.education headings into the
ifive academic areas Mathematrts.'Engineering and Physics. Other Sciences, Officer Managerial Studies, and
'General Studies. A typical completed Profile is shown in Appendix D. A further 50 profiles Were then

!prepared frkTm other transcripts. giving a total of ,I 00 in all. Some profile datawere.unavaildble as some of ,
The college transcripts did not spec4, any academic major' or GPAI GPA was included only for those
colleges using a 4 point system. This was the commonest. but far4rorn the only system encountered. Thirty
percent of the final profilesilacked GPA information'. The scores on all profiles were converted to,semester

9
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hours using the conversion factors one quarter !loin = .75 semester hours, 1 unit = 4 semester hours. These
factors applied formost colleges using quarters or unit systems. but in few cases the precise factor was
Uncertain,

Education Suita6ility. for Assignrrient hs an AdminiStrative Officer
I

Twenty three officers of grade second lieutenant through major currently serving in the 70)6(
Administration Utilization Field at !Ackland Air Force Base,-Texas, volunteered to assess the sample of 100
profiles and rate the candidates vir; education suitability .for assignment as an administrative officer. These
officers comprised the panel of experts for this pilot study. Each was provided with, the 100 piofiles
(randomly sorted to avoid context effect), a lett& briefly outlining the project, a copy onthe education
heading definitions, and a rating booklet :ontaininginstructions on what was, required. --'

Each 'rater was asked to assign each profile to one of nine groups based on the education suitability it
displayed. The scale for defining the groups ranged from Group 1 most unsuitable-education has very
little valolie ( for assignment as administrative officer) to Group 9 must suitable difficult to unprove. with
all points bettveen defined. All profiles in Group 1 then dutomatically were rated 1. Group 2_ rated 2 and so
on It was fell that this technique of sorting as part of the rating process would give the raters more
opportunity to revise their ratings and permit finer discrinunatlon than a simple "rate each profile in turn"
system. Most raters reported taking about 1.5 2 hours to'complete the rating task, although a few reported
times as high as 6 12 hours:-

The first stage in the analysis vras to determine the, agreement among panel members concerning the
relative suitability of the candidates' education. Analysis revealed that nineteen of the 23 raters correlated
positively with the mein rating. Tye' o raters showing low negative correlation were deleted from the
samples, while two raters with high negative correlation were retained after adjusting the scale reversal
involved. The raw scores were standardised by adjusting. to a mean of five and a standard deviation of one,
and the rnterrater agrecinient was measured using the, intraclass correlation technique (kindquist, 1953). The
results were:

. CIptbring Rater Policy

n =21 R 1 -= .42:7 Rk k = .939 e

\ , :f This interrater reliability shows that with the profle information,provided, administrative officers
exhibit.] high level of agreement on the relative educ ional suitability of anonymous gradtiates for

. assigrir lent to the' adrinnistrative utilization field. The ne Stage in the analysis was to determine what
'factor had been used by the panel members in reaching their eciiibn: .

set of 50 variables was defined to quantify the da on the profiles. These variables, listed in
Appe dix L, include the college major, Rrofilecscores in semest r hours, grad&point ,aVerage. and 13 college
qualit scores (Astin. 19t)5). five of which relate to the acad iic duality of the freshmen entering the

_particular college and eight to the college environment. The Asti vanables were not explicitly available to
the r tern as a_display on the profile, but were implicitly availabl depending on the rater's knOwledge of, -

and t titude tOward, the college rtanted Dn the profile.

The mean adjusted rating on each of these 100 profiles was accepted as the best measure of suitability
for i-:.rvice in the,adiniiiistrative carbr field (criterion), and the 50 1,ariables quantifying the data in the
education/pr.fites are potential predi ors of this criterion.01-lowever, to use all 50 Of them as predictors in a

Imu tiple' egression equation wood _be futile. Regression weights so obtained 'would be impossible to
int tpret, particularly as the' linear dependencies between 4-ie predictors prevent a unique solution. FUrther-
mOre, the use of 56 predit,rors to compute a pest fir regression. equation from 100 cases would he,
ovierlfitting. capitalizing too much, on chance relationships. ...

The approach,taken was to seek much smaller groups of linearly independent predictors that couldI
einciently predict the criterion. The resulting mathematical Model would be relatively easy to,interPret,.i
and would establish the feasibility of a practical methodology for evaluating suitability of educationa
1.iialifications fur service_in particular area's Or specialization. One such set, containing 10 predict s

accounted for over 93"; of the criterion variance. Details of the regression equation are presente in
/Table 2, ,

.
/ - ;

i
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Table 2. Regression Equation Using 10 Education Variables to Predict Suitability
for Service in, the Administrative Career-field

Van.
able

- Variable
Description

..Regres Predictor/
Standard

Weight
'Criterion

Mean SD Weight Weight Correlation

21 Social, Behavioral. Edo-
carional oryolitical
Sciences 29.63' 22.05 .340. .0155 . .171

23 Basic Communication -
Skills . 7.83 5.32 .259 .049 .32-2

. _,
24 Adithmstratilm or

Management 1.56 ,2.92 ' .238 082 .590--: ,

.
25

_
Business Studies 8.40' 13.52 '". .576 .943 .742

.

26 .. Law - 1.09 f 3,66 .091 ' .025 .407,
. .. ,_.

27 Military Studies I3.41 7.20 :171 .024 .058-

. -

I, ... %,-,

31 Engineering &rhysics , ,

Area Score (Sum of ..

, Variablesi 3 -1 i) '- I 6.i 3 23.43 '' .-.2(12 '-.011 L-307_ , ,,-
.

'31- Other Sciences Area c.
Scaret(Stinfof Variables

, 1-9-212) 48.67 25179 -.190 -.007 ---.085

36 Existenceof Grade `A 71.0

Point Average (GPA)
(01:24 1) 0.30 0,46 .150 -327..

,,,
- .235

. '- .
' 37 Grade Point Average ,

(GPA) ...,.. --, - 1.99 1.36 .299 222 .206
. _

: Regress, on Constant .= 3:324.,
e C elation Coefficient JR) = 0.9651:

Multip ation Coefficient Squared (R2);= 0.9315.. f
. .

.- , -/ . . .

Inspegtion of th' Standard' weights of the various-predictors in the regression equation reveals which
.

aspects oftbe educatio profi e make positive contributions to the i:ritgrio,n, and which Make negative ones.
A large nu ber of sem ster mks Managerialin Dfficer aoagerial Studies Area are Most beneficial, particularly in
Business Studies (standar we 0-1 --= .58). In this group,Law, with 'a standard weight of .09, makes the least
contributi n. The various elements of this group do make individual ,cuntributions, pooling them together
as a fin e variable redu es the squared multiple regression co'rrelation coefficient from .93 to .89..Numero hours (if-Engine ring and Physics (standard weight = -p26) are a distinCt disadvantage. Except
for Social, Behavioial, Educ tiohal or political Sciences which are desirable (standard weight = .34), Other
Sciencesdiso have a-negative 'onlribution (standard weight = .19). However, the effect of these two areas
is not a great as-the standard eights would indicate because of the relationship betwee07two variables,
GIA-iraTgo a strong predictor of suitability, the higher the GPA tllmore suitable the profile. Not that
"existence e point ave age must be included'as a predictor to avoid undue penalty-to the 3070 of
the candidates withou PA.

7
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IV, CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMF-NDATIONS

This research effort has established that' Lo liege transcripts can he condensed and t-iiiantifie,d into.
education profiles with a high degree of reliability. Experts can use such profiles to rne candidates un
educational suitability for service in the Adinfnistiative Officer Utilization Career yield. These ratings can
be duplicated with -a high degree of accuracy using only a few quantified aspects of The 'education profile,
the hest predictors being number of semester hours completed in certain fields of study plus the-candidate's

,grade point average (if he.has one). This researLli therefore establisliesihe feasibility oh a methodology that
translates college transcripts into education suitability indices, at least for some utilization fields.

This was a pilot, methodological study. The restrictions created by using a non-random sample of
raters is acceptable in this context, but Iwould not be acceptable in developing an operational instrument.
This research has studied one utilization field only furtherlesearLh is necessary to confirm that it could be
applied to any utilization field. To have the same 100 pnitiles rated on suitabilLty for pilot and itivigator
utilization fields and repeating the analysis would' be particularly fruitful follow4M research.

The operational instrument that could be developed' from this research, would condense college
transcripts into the, standard education profiles, ,arid then compute an educational, suitability index for
various officer 'utilization fields. This index could then be Used, along with other pertinent data. for
4ssignment to utilization fields. *
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APPENBLX,A: OFFICER EDUCATION PROFILE AND
DEFIlvTfION OF EDUCATION CATEGORIES PROFILE

PROFILE

c

a.

Degree Majnr -.,College . ,
.

1 ' . - i
It
'2 . '

..

. ,

. .
,

.

-
EduCation Profile

. .

-:.

. (Semester
' Hours),

Math

,
Cilculus ,

. - ,
.

:Probability or'Statistics ,

.

Other Mathematics / .

Engineering::

and
,,

PPhysics. ,
.,-.

..:

iAerspfice Engineering ,

i
...

.

'
.

Mechanical Engineering
,... . -

Electrical or giectronic-Engineering. '
- .

Civil or Architectural Engineering
-- , -

Other Engineering -

- -
Physics .

.

Other
.

- f: - ,

, : Sciencet

'
....

,Ether.Physical Sciend,es' -
r _._,..,

. .

.,_

Biological-, Ai:dalUltra! or MediCal .

. ..

Social, Behiviorat,Educational, ,
or Political --..

.,
,

''Corhputek,Progranpning or Use"." - ': ,
,, 4

... ,

-Officer
... .,...

-. .-....-,...

:Basic Communication Skills
.

'
.

,

.

-
,

,
_ -, Administration or Minagtment -

_ Managerial-

..,
1

Busing% Studies ,. .,,,
.

. _
Studies

, Law . . ..
. ...-.

'"'
. ,

Military.Studies .

.

. .
General

-

Arts, Fine Arts, fiumanities
1 .

,

,,Studies=

i',:...:.' , i
,

Miscellaneous .

,- ,

..;;; ,ii ik
ki,..- rade Pciint Av,e3age

- --
Total



Appendix A (Codtinued)

If

DEFINITIONS OF EDUCATIONAL CATEGORIES

No. . Title

1._ 7Calcitius

Probabiliq .or Statistics

3. Other Nlatherivus

4. Aerospace Engineering

5. Mechanical Engineering

re-

,
6. -- Electrical or Electronic?Engineerin,g

or Ar,hitectural Engineering

- 4'
4.."'

Other Engineering
- _

-Dertoipons/ExartiplesLExclusions

Courses specifically design31-e-d-ttkulus. Ind-fides
composite titles such as Calculus 3 with Vector-S.
Analytical Geometry /Calculus

Courses where tfiese topics are specifically designated
or strongly Implied. Includes Introductory S-tatisticsA
BusineStatistics,Measurement in Education.. .
Psychometrics. etc

...
__Courses in Pure dr Applied Math other than thbse
previously bled. Includes various algebras,and_...------=-7: -

geoln tries. coniplex-variable. incchani61.tatics
dynamin.itc.,;also courses listed as Mathematics_
Without any clarification: e.g.. Math III. ExCludes
applied mechanics or dynamics.: e.g..-"Thzrmo
dynamics (Physics): fluid mechanics. mechanics
of ibr-ations (Mechinital Engineering):

Courses.stidying aeronautical, astronautical
or ierospace.rchieles or systems. Inctuaes aero-
dynamics. 1

C

. .
Courses specifically designated. orrcourses in design
and construction of non-flying machines. Includes
fluiddynamids. vibration mechanits. e\.

; .

Includes compUt esign.

Courses specifically designated. 4)r.cp.urse \in design and
nstructionof buildings. towns. e' tc.

Includes-all engineering course's not previouk listed:
e.g., Chemical, Industrial. Human Factors, Systems, ,

Safety, Drafting. Engineering 1 (unspecifie,d),
Engineering Laboratory (unspecified). etc.

*

. '
9. Physics Includes Engineering Science, Astronomy, Meteorology,

Thermodynamics. etc. 4f

a'

10. OThcr Physical Sciences Includes all pVsical seiences-other than Physics:e.g..
chemistry, Earth Science. Geology. Photography. etc,

1

11. Bielogicat Agricultural or Medical Sciences. Includes Pharmacy.

S

S

10 -



Appendix ,A(Contiqued)

-No. Title -

12. Social, Behavioral, Educational. or
Political Sciences

13. Computer Prsg,ramming or Use

14. Bistc*Communications Stalls

15. Administration'or Management

l6. Business Studies

./

17. Law

18. Military Studies

19. Aria, Fine Art's. Huthanities

.

20. !Ai sceTlaneou s

1 t

1/

MiniiionifExariiplesfEx-clusions

Includes Anibroptilogy. Geograph
Science. Sociology. Psychology. Edueati . etc.

Courses specifically designated. 1 pdes Elements of
Computer Programming. Mech :cal Lan-guages. etc.
Excludes Computer design.

Courses in writ tenurai communication skilg 'vie;
vant to AF jobs. Includes English composition.
report writing. journalism. Freshman English (unless
the transcript shows the emphasis to lie in the Foe

'Arts FUndarnentals of Speech. etc. Excludes
Fine Arts studies such as literature. poet*. drama.
etc.

Courses stecifically deiignateddministration or
ManagIneitun any discipline except Military Studies:
Inclijdes Personnel Management, Engfineeringlvtanage-,

"mejtt, Public Administration: etc. Excludes AFROTC .

;44inage'ment or AdministraliOn courses.

Tiicludes Accounting. Economics. Marketing..Adver-
using. etc.

Excludes Military-Law.

S

AFROTC, e*. Includes Military Administration.
Managemeni.,Law.

.
Includes Literary Studies. Foreigfilfrguages, art,

philosophy, religion, etc. I

'Courses which cannot be rationalized within the
above categories. includes Golf, Commercial. Flight I,
Phytical Conditioning. etc.

1 I

-4
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.--APPENDEK.A:PRpFILESCURESHEET

. .

Scorer
.

{fib.
.-

Score Sheet

, : Transcript o.

\ Profile
. . ,

.

Rubric
.

_Tally 1, Raw
'Score

Seines
Firs

---- I Calculus
_

/ . , . ,-

2
*

Probability /Statistics .

3 ' Maths Other ..-.
.

,--..

..
. .

4
-

Computer Use/Programming . 4 -

_

5

4

2: csPhS?SiCS

-s.
c *..

6 Aerospace Engineering.
.

.
A , IF

. .

- Mechanical Engineering '

8
. 6 "

Civil/Architecturd,Engineerini: .
--a

A
A

9 Electronic/Electrical Engineering",
r

..

10
4

Engineering Other
-

. .

11-

.
)

Physical Science. Other * .
.

12, . Biological/agricultural/Medical Science \ ..., .

13
e .

Connbunications Skills ..

14 Administrati?n/Management

...
-- .

15 Business Studies
45-i- ---s .

16
,

'
-

Education /Social /Behavioral Science's -.

17 -
,

Law .
'

. . -
i
A-i') .

1I ..

.III
.

Arts/Fine ATM/Humanities '
.

. . .

c

19
.

Military Studies
, .

.

20 Miscellaneous

4

. - .

,

. . , . .

.
,

V .
.

Total Semester Hours

.

12

16

V.

'
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APPENDIX C: INST4UCTIONS FOR USE OF PROFILE SCORE SHEET .

I You are requested to score eachof tlie'50 transcripts hereivith:using the spprop tesconngsheet
for each.

2. Read the definitions ofthe 20 rubrics.carefully.'It is necessary to perceive the intention of each.
rubric acid also thosesubjects specifically ipcludell or excluded.

3. - Fureach$ transcript in turn.

a. Decide whether the tganscript is scored in' ester hours. Credit hours or Units.

b Study the Grading Scale. Only courses in which ie candidate scores a passing grade or better
are to be counted. Strike out scores relating to failures, withdrawals. incompletes. etc.

c For eaLh course in turn. decide on the most appropriate rubric. It may-be nekessar) to consider
.department and-course code to make a final decision-.

d. Enter the hours (or units) earned do the tally sheer-Jgnore quality or grade point scores only
shours earned are required.

e. Total the tally score for.each rubric a nd convert to mestvr hours using.- j
I quarter hour = 314 seme terliour
I onit =4 gemest r hours

f. Total the semester hours. Final scores strould be- f the o,rder I 20 -1,40 semester hours fdr the
, undergraduate transcripts being examined.

S

4 +Lt.,.
i.

4 t
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AffPENDIX D: TYPICAL CO?.IPLETt.OFFICER EDUC.ATIpKYRPFILE
ot

r
Degree

.

Major
. -

College . -
a _-.

1
IBA

English Hendrix College, Ark. -

..-

9

'

.--'."

..

. .

.

.

-----...:...,,,,

. :

,
.

Education Piofile
It" '

...
.4

(Semester.
Hours).

...

;Math ."

.

Cacuus ',- rr l . ..
.

.Probability or Statistics
.

' 1

,
Other Mathematics 2

Engineering

-
and

-

Physics

,

-- - .
Aerospace Engineermg ,

-

Mechanical Engineering

Electrical or EleitroniC Engineering - .
i
.

Civil or Architecturat Engineering
. .-

.

Other Engineering
i

9

. Physics 1 --

.
Other

..

Ottter Phpsical Sciences
.

1*

25

,

Biologi I, Agricultural or Medical

.... Scieaces
Social4ehaviorai,Edncational.

caor 'P litical .. 1
,.."..:7.,v

C. '
,

or use
..
'':'-'

-..

.
.

y : ',ming

,

. Officer .
.

Managerial

Sttrdiet...

Basic I ommunica tioNSkills I . /
.-

4

",.

.

.

A-dmi istration CIT Manatement _
, , .-

.3.7.

Busin,... Studies ..

st;La /
i

.. .
.
:,... ...

'Millis Studies-

,
Genital
Studies

A°F1g, me Arts, Humanities
. _

71

75Misce I aneous ,
'

11
. . 4

7 Grade Point Average . 3.18
-I "Ls \

,Total . 107

f

a

,
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1.

2.-

t- 3.

4.

:. 5.:.

6.
7.

9.

-APPENDIX PREDICTOR VARIA BLES USED M QUANTIFY DATA IN EDUCATIONAL PROFILE

. - _----

Colleg e Major in Agricultural. Biological or Medical ScienCe = 1.0 Qtherwise
Colldge Niajtrr in Business'Studies = 1.0 otherwise
College Major in Psycholoff or Education = 1.0 otherwise
College Nlajo; in Engineering = 1.0 otherwise
Collegt.- Major in Pik Arts -4 1.0 otherwise
College :+tvor in Mathematics = 1.0 °dies-Vise

, College Major in Physical Sciences 1.'O otherwise
College Major id Political Sclerrces = 1, ()otherwise
College Majiln,Social Sciences = 1.0 otherwise

-"A i I -Calculus Score
11; Probabiht!. or Statistics Scbre
12. Other Mathematics
13. Aerospace Engineering.
14. Mechanical Engineering
15. filectrical Electronic Engineering
16. Cnil or Architecturid Engineering

s, Other Engineering
18. Physics_
19. Other Physical Sciences - - _

. 20. Biological. Agricultural &Medical Sciences . s
I21r Social. Behavioral,Educational or-Political Sciences '

Xvinputer Prograniming or Use
23. 13.0.igliMununita tick Skills

k24.- , Administration or Management-
25. Business

26. ,.Law
27. Military Studies; .

"28. Arts Fine Arts. Humanities
29. Miscellaneous
30. Maths Area Score

. 31. Engineering and Physics Area Score
Is +31

Othei Sciences Area Scipre -
,`133,/ Officer Managerial Studies Area Score
'. 34. General Studies Area Score .

.55-. ' Education Pjofile Total Score
36:' Exigence of Grade Qat Average (Score 0 it score gists. 1 otherwise)
O. : Grade Point Average

i '38. Intellectualism a
i34.. - Estheticism

. . ,40. -*Status
(- 41-. Pragmatism

42. . Masculinity :.
t43. Selectivity

..
;144.

Size

;45. Realistic Orientation ..-

46. , Scientific Orientation -,-.-

c. 47. t Social Orientation

re,e.ruei#4:

. - .

jr5

; n:Aer
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Appendix E (Continued)

48. Conventional brientation
49. Enterprising °dentition
50. Artislic Orientation

_ 4 ,

N

f

t.

r

sss

-

,

7 a

PredIctors ,10-35 are semester hours and predictors 38- SO relate to College Quality Scores
to Colkge" by Astin, A.W.I.

1.

20.
see "Who Goes Where
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